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Abstract

LIDOS.LBT codes description is reported. The codes permit to calculate transporting
of ion with different charge and mass numbers in channel containing quadrupole and solenoidal
lenses for ion focusing and bending magnets for its separation. The input/output parameters
matching is achieved by optimization procedure. LIDOS.LBT is the part of codes package
LIDOS. Some calculation results is discussed.

The heavy ion source consists of several isotopes with different charges and rest
masses. In many cases it is necessary to select the main ions and clear the injecting beam from
other isotopes before injects to the linac.

Below it will be described how this problem may be solved by the help of LEBT (Low
Beam Energy Transport) codes [1].

LEBT codes generate the focusing channel for transporting the beam with preset input
and output parameters. LEBT solves the matching and separating problems specified for
injection beam. In relation to these problem LEBT has two parts: Matching/Optimization and
Separator.

The Matching/Optimization tool provides the designer with the information about
mono ion beam transporting and matching, the Separator tool - about separating the ions with
given charge from multi ion beam.

The first tool was described in the report [2].
The general problem is formulated as follows.
There are multi ion beam with given input parameters (ion types number, charges and

masses, ion types currents, total beam emittance, main ion input energy). The focusing channel
includes the quadrupole and solenoidal lenses, bending magnets and the slits which function is
side ions edging. It is required to calculate channel parameters in order to match in the best
way the main ion beam with the channel output parameters.

The ion motion has been described by the equations in which the magnet fields is
constant inside channel elements and equal zero outside of them. The input phase ellipsoid has
been packed by ions with different masses and charges. The main ions have the greatest
particle proportion. The Poisson equation with the boundary relation
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is used for space charge forces calculation at each step of integration (where U is the
space charge potential, R - the aperture radius).



The input beam is shown as an ellipsoid matrix in the
(x,x',y,y') phase space
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where Ex0 , Ey0 are the ellipses on the (x,x') and (y,y') planes consequently. The Ex0 and Ey0

definitions are based on the beam envelope values rx0 , ry0 and their tilts r' , r' at the channel
input. In the other case the Twiss parameters a, b have been used. The matrices Ex0 , Ey0 can
be written in the form as follows (the xo, yo indexes are dropped):
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where ε is the beam emittance.
There are following relations between r, r' and a, b

r r= ′ =εβ ε β,       

The slit positions and sizes are added to input data. The slit position are located by the
order number and the distance from previous element. The x, y parameters present limitations
on the slit size in x,y-direction. If x = y the slit reduced into round window.

Fig.1. Schematic sketch of the channel

After input data setting the designer sees a schematic sketch of the channel (see Fig.1).
The slits are marked by yellow lines. The command RESTART is used for the input data
correction, the command CONTINUE - for beam simulation in the choosing channel version.

During calculation process the beam information has been visualized (see Fig.2).
The upper half of screen is divided into three sections. In the left side the fractional

variation of ion currents are indicated, in the middle part of the halfscreen - the charge
distribution and in the right side - the beam phase portraits projection on the (x,y)-plane are
indicated.



Fig.2. Separator process

In the lower half of screen the x-projection (up from axis) and y-projection (down from
axis) of ion trajectories are indicated as a function of z on the backgrounds of the channel
elements and the aperture. The white colour corresponds to the main ions, which are indicated
on the background of the side ion trajectories. Several steps before the beam pass through slit
the one is displayed in the upper right window and the "cleaning" process is visualized.

The main ion current value as well as the total current value are displayed at the lowest
row. The main ion phase portraits in the (x,x') and (y,y') planes are displayed concurrent with
preset output ellipses (red colour).

Provision is not made for the automatically optimization of the slit positions because a
solution of Poisson equation is time consuming. That is why the designer to look for the
optimum slit position using visual information.

The question "Would You Like to Represent the Results?" is asked and in positive case
the output phase portraits will be approximated by ellipses. It will be desirable to preset the
minimum ion proportion inside of ellipses and the maximum growth of the effective emittance.
During the data processing the parameters of ellipse with maximum ion inside are define for
growing emittance values. The process is over when the given ion proportion has been
exceeded and the ion relative growth is more than the emittance one by factor 1.5. Then the
net result will be passed in Matching/Optimization tool in order to optimize the channel part
placed after the slit (see Fig.3).

The following algorithm may be recommended for a focusing channel optimization
when the separator is included.

At the first stage the Matching/Optimization tool is used for the preliminary
optimization of all channel parameters with the beam can be taken as mono ion and its current
as the total ion current. The beam dimension is large when it pass the separator and it is the
reason why such calculation gives the satisfactory approximation for fields of focusing lenses
placed before separator. Passing this field values into Separator tool the designer can define
the optimum slit positions. At the next stage the net results (main ion current, emittance and
phase ellipse parameters) will be passed in Matching/Optimization tool for final optimization
of the channel part placed after the slit.



Fig.3. Calculation results representation
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